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About This Game

"Cthulhu Mythos RPG -The Sleeping Girl of the Miasma Sea-" is a retro styled horror RPG containing modern elements from
the Cthulhu Mythos universe.

[Story]

You, the protagonist, are 2nd year high school student.
It is summer and with your friends you have make your way to an abandoned mansion deep in the mountains to enjoy your

youth and make long lasting memories.

With your companions by your side, overcome the terror awaiting you and unravel the secrets of the mansion.

[Protagonist: "YOU"]

Gender, name, parameters, skills... you can customize them all.

High parameters but lacking in skills.
Low parameters but an abundance of skills.

Create the protagonist to your liking and stand up against the terror.

[Choosing your companions is KEY!]
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Of the 5 companions you can only select 2 to explore with you.

The member you like, a member good at fighting, a member good at exploring.
Depending on who you choose, the experience you have may change drastically.

[New Game Plus]

When the story proceeds you have the option to exit the mansion at any time.

If you run out of healing items or the enemies are just far too strong... you can give up, go home and attempt to explore the
mansion from the beginning with your current level.

(You can do this even if you are defeated in battle = Game Over.)

Also, by unlocking certain achievements in game, the protagonist will gain a bonus to their parameters when you start a new
game.

Take one step back and two steps forward. Giving up and starting over is an essential element to eventually discovering the
truth...
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this game is utter rubbish and for twenty dollars holy ♥♥♥♥ is this wrong DO NOT WASTE YOUR MONEY buy the original
escapists and avoid this disaster at all costs. this game is alright~ the story seems kinda meh~ idk if maybe it is more interesting
if you are a female or artsy...maybe

but the arena is where its at
couple scores up there im sure are cheats but most seem legit and i love slowly climbing the ranking
its exciting. and tough. and sometimes frustrating. but if this game only came with arena it would still be worth it imo
i say this at $15

. A puzzle-platformer with a great look and a neat concept. You're running in a world of graphs and infographics representing
your own inputs in the game. As you run, a bar graph might grow representing distance traveled or distance from a specific
point. Another might grow or shrink by how many times you've jumped, or how long since you last touched a platform. The
trick, then, is to manipulate how you behave so that these graphs can be used to open up routes and provide helpful platforms.

It's a neat idea, but the execution just isn't all that fun to play. Early on it's a bit dull and further in, it starts to abandon the clear
cause-effect relationship of your actions to graph items and sort of just becomes a puzzle that you brute force to understand the
working parts. There's surely some people out there into something like this but I wouldn't recommend it to a general audience..
Too many clicking.. A well made mod 8/10 give it a try :)
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i love how you can make a hitler stache on people. a steal for 1 dollar, so much fun just messing with friends. Each time I play
this game, I love it more. This is Zoo Tycoon 2 on steroids. The graphics are beautiful and the animals a bit more real looking
than ZT2. This is however a very challenging game and thank God they gave so many options to choose from at the start of the
game. The guests are a lot more grumpier and harder to please than those of ZT2 but, I did say it was a good bit more
challenging. I love having the freedom to build willy-nilly rather than having to stick to grid building. I hope the developers
continue to update the game and adding more DLC options.. Highly Unbalanced!!!!!!!! Its just a heli or plane rush into the other
spawn points not fun at all! Need a dedicated server to run the map? Why you do this? How about you fix the game!!!!. Good
day, refund request

Ive bought this game trough steam account yvo123nl. The game is repetitive, ugly and slow loading. Those are not yet game
breakers to me.
What are:

The missions u cant complete (oil spill under car etc)
The abundance of mission during the day (yep real fire fighter have call outs 24 hour of there♥♥♥♥♥♥... they're never at
station waiting or doing other things....
Never in a mission do u use a vehicle appropriate for the emergency at hand. (hey wait no call outs lets use the swap body
vehicle for a car fire ....)
In the description it says that your coworkers do something.... they do not in game there actions have nooooo helping factor
ever....
Inappropriate timing of mission (going to the city takes 2.5 hours in game time.... no uproar by the crowds????
U almost can never clock at out time and get warning for that often .... because you have just finished a callout wth
You re co workers just randomly walk trough the halls of the station doing.... nothing.
Wheter you arrive fast or slow at the scene it does not make any difference...
Real firefighters are always in a rush to clean up an already pebbled pool of oil...

So i kindly request that u refund me, and il hope as an game studio you can improve the game to some standards....

With regards,

yvo. I like hidden find games, my mother likes these games but this one isn't interesting. This is for people just getting into the
hidden find and want something basic. The story is average, the puzzles are boring n simple. And sometimes you just question
why do i have to use a handle bar instead of the flat head to open a crate. I didn't complete the playthough so it might get along
the way. So i will recommend it, but it ain't worth full.
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